
Reclose films (PE & PP)
Sealing films for the manufacture of laminates 
and lidding films with resealing function
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Film as PE or PP versions

Different opening forces available

High transparency

Ideal for user-friendly 

packaging

Convenience in packaging is very important to 

consumers. With our reclose films, you can respond to 

this in the best possible way!

Our portfolio includes films with different opening 

forces, which enables us to offer you a tailored solution 

for your application. What all films have in common is 

their exceptionally good sealability. This guarantees 

reliable processability on traysealers and thermo- 

formers and the high transparency allows a clear view of 

the pack contents.

Score extra on sustainability: the reliable resealability 

effectively prevents food waste, and with our L-version 

you can consistently implement Design for Recycling 

specifications. Of course, our films can also be laminated 

against other plastics.
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Markets / 
Application

 For the production of lidding films with 
 reclosure

 Can be used on rigid and semi-rigid trays

 Ideally suited e.g. for cheese slices or cold cuts

Converting
 Available in transparent and white

 For mono- or multi-material laminates

 Laminates against PE, PP, PET or PA

Bag making

Laminating

Printing

Cylinder 
engraving

Extrusion

Purchasing

Recycling

Converting
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adapa Group is specialised in sustainable 
customised packaging solutions for the 
food, aroma protection, hygiene and pharma- 
ceutical industries. The highly specialised 
Centres of Excellence cover the whole 
integrated value chain and enjoy technology  
leader status in their field. This places the 
company in an ideal position to be an 
accelerator of change for a better world  
and a trusted partner to its customers.

Technical data
Version Type Area of  

usage
Opening 
force

Sealability Optical 
properties

Thickness

L-version Coex PE monomaterial Worldwide *** ++ ++ 50 – 70 μm

M-version Coex PE Worldwide ** ++ ++ 50 μm

G-version Coex PE EU-tailored * ++ ++ 50 μm

PP-version Coex PP Worldwide * ++ ++ 50 μm

*** high 
* low


